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Flow Lending LLC Launches The Most
Innovative One Stop Business Funding
Solutions To Merchants All Over USA
& Canada
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Flow Lending LLC Launches The Most
Innovative One Stop Business Funding
Solutions To Merchants All Over USA
& Canada

Flow Lending LLC has launched the most innovative
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business funding solutions that will be available to
all merchants within the United States and Canada.

PR Newswire

NEW YORK, May 14, 2014

NEW YORK, May 14, 2014 /PRNewswire/ -- Flow Lending LLC has launched the most

innovative business funding solutions that will be available to all merchants within the

United States and Canada. This will be done regardless of credit issues or any other obstacles

where getting the maximum amount will be easy and the rates will be among the best that

one can get in USA and Canada today. The brains behind Flow Lending are veterans in

merchant cash advance and business funding industry.

Merchant cash advance industry has become very competitive in the recent years with the

huge influx of lenders both good and bad. There are also traditional sources like banks but

these have failed time and again in providing funding to small and mid size business

owners. Through its innovative team of experts, Flow Lending has now launched business

funding solutions that will fully fulfill the needs of such merchants all over the country. This

is something that has been long due and merchants will now be having a reliable source of

huge amounts at very attractive interest rates.

There are merchants who are completely unaware of the inner world of the lending

industry and they will accept credit financing without even considering the interest rates.

They don't need to go through all this today since they are many companies willing to offer

even higher amounts and finding cheaper rates is now very easy. However, one will need to

find an honest cash advance company which will offer him multiple funding options

without harming his credit.

Small to mid size business owners can now rely on Flow Lending for maximum amount of

funding with the lowest interest rates in USA & Canada. The company has years of practical

experience in dealing with business owners all over the United States where it serves its



clients with 100% integrity and professionalism. It is for this reason that the underwriters of

Flow Lending will see something in a deal where underwriters of other companies failed to

see and judge.

Apart from the huge amounts and lower rates, the merchants who will consider these

newly launched solutions will also benefit from super fast turnaround time. All matters will

be handled with the highest level of professionalism and integrity. Flow Lending is rated

among #1 top cash advance companies for repeated merchants and those interested in this

offer will have an opportunity of renewing their advances again and again.

About this new launch, Flow Lending LLC., the management has stated that, "To offer the

maximum funding amounts with lowest possible rate to a merchant is very challenging. It

requires years of experience about the business and nothing but the experience." They also

added, "As a good lender, you need to have a feel of the deal."

They also went ahead to say that, "We at Flow Lending always provide same level of

importance to all of our submitted deals – big, small or even medium-size. Our funding

partners have one common goal to offer the maximum amounts with lowest possible rate

for our merchants. There is no need for business owners to shop around for a better rates

for the deal at all. Flow Lending truly means one stop solution for all business funding

needs."

For more information on merchant cash advances from Flow Lending LLC please visit

http://www.flowlenders.com or call toll free at 1-.877-659-2131.

Contact:

631-613-1400
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